Addendum to “Planet X Update – The Real History of Planet X”
No more was this book released when the floodgates opened with literally hundreds of internet
stories and youtube videos emerging about alleged “pending Nibiru” or “Imminent Planet X”
disasters. As a result, I am requiring anyone who is being hooked by such stories to subscribe
to may Patreon Channel where I have an entire lecture on “How to Determine if an Internet (or
other) Planet X Claim is True or Fake”. Follow this link → https://www.patreon.com/jmccsci
I will post here the set of criteria that must be held to any such claims. When I talk about “photos” I am
talking about telescopic photos taken by professional astronomers and not “photos” taken by someone
with a camera in their back yard. To verify an astronomical object you need two things ... orbital
parameters in standard astronomical format AND the location of the object(s) on this orbit ... this is
minimal ... any scientific claim requires third party independent verification irrespective of the source ...
that is standard for all scientific claims ... a single photo does NOT constitute data nor does a claim
from someone who says they have inside information ... none of that has any substantive value ... if
telescope photos are provided as supporting evidence of the provided orbital parameters then a
minimum of 10 photos are required which show the movement with respect to background stars over
the course of multiple years and with all photo parameters included ... including coordinates, date,
magnification, field of view, ISO of camera, filters if any, major stars identified in star field. Photos must
show movement. If there is more than one object then enough photos are required to show complete
orbits of smaller objects around major objects (this is required for calculation of mass of the central
object). The inclusion of secondary objects is of the utmost importance since just orbital data of an
object may be simply of a small insignificant object so even if an object is identified that has little
meaning without an estimate of its mass (this is what happened with planet Pluto). If such an object
exists then they should also provide the perturbations of the existing planets which would clearly be a
part of the same study. This would be standard procedure. A single photo is NOT data nor does it have
any meaning. This is from experience with all the past claims that were presented to the public that
were not valid but which were used to fool the public and destroy the entire real story of such
objects. Many of these disinformation campaigns were promulgated by military (CIA controlled) and
NASA so claiming that one’s sources are mil or NASA sources is actually pointing to a disinformation
campaign. Literally none of these agencies has a track record of predicting anything correctly, so cannot
be used as references for any future predictions. The burden of proof is on the claimant to provide
accurate complete information, not the people examining this information as a second or third source
for independent verification.

Regarding asteroids, if people claim to expect impacts within the coming months or years then
the same standards apply. Frankly it is virtually impossible even with the highest precision
equipment available to predict exact hits of times and locations as people are doing. This is a
first signal that they are being fed BS. Additionally, and more importantly, asteroid hits can be
simulated and many of the recent decade's "asteroid" hits were manmade satellite projectiles
some with explosives and some kinetic energy strikes.
The above sets the standard requirement for claims. No one should accept or make claims unless
it is based on data that follows strict standards of astronomical verification. Without these
standards being met it is just hot air.

Other Considerations:
In the myriad of never ending ongoing “predictions” of pending Planet X or Nibiru doom, there
is an underlying false assumption that anything that comes into the solar system will somehow
come close enough to earth to cause damage and the long list of “Earth Changes”. The reality is
that hundreds if not thousands of large celestial objects have come into the solar system and
never came close enough to earth (or even the other planets) to cause any real issues.
Circumstantial claims abound and I hear them all the time. Recently someone contacted me
regarding a particular historical comet claiming it caused earth wide devastation. When I asked
for real astronomical verification, I received rants and raves that we were being lied to and just
look at all the coincidental damage that occurred on earth. This is not scientific information and
does nothing to help the issue of establishing causal relationships.
All of this results from 1) extremely poor scientific education and 2) the fact that NASA our
illustrious space agency is completely off base when it comes to space science, astronomy and
astrophysics. Their “theories” are so off base that only a very small group of NASA trekkies
and paid outreach morons subscribe to them (and of course the paid fake science news outlets
who cater to every need and announcement of NASA and the subordinate astronomical
community). A third aspect that is fundamental to this entire issue is that no one trusts NASA at
all. When the Government shut down occurred in 2017 (due to fiscal issues in congress) NASA
had the highest rate of “non-essential” employees at 97%. But moreover, the public has learned
that NASA has spent not only decades, but the better part of a century now DOING NOTHING
(there is a great video out by that name and something I have been stating since my earliest days
fighting this battle against this brick wall of an agency). NASA has not only squandered a
Trillion Dollars in funding, but our birthright to the stars. After nearly a century they cannot get
a mouse into low earth orbit, let alone outer space away from the planet. This has opened the
door for every quack and wanna-be imposter to flood the air waves and internet with garbage.
Back to my main point which I will insist that ALL READERS STAY AFTER CLASS AND
WRITE 1000 TIMES ON THE BLACK BOARD … Write as follows
comets are not dirty snow balls. comets are the discharge of the solar capacitor. james mccanney is
correct in his plasma discharge comet model. most comets are small. very few comets are large. very few
of the large comets will pass near enough to earth to cause any significant damage. comets (large or
small) if correctly aligned electrically with earth, the sun or other planets may cause “action at a distance”
effects. all the planets are acting as comets discharging the solar capacitor. there are multiple large
comets currently forming planets including comet hale bopp which is what robert harrington discovered
and called planet x in his investigation funded by nasa. Hale bopp has already passed through the solar
system and will return in about 2600 years. james mccanney verified by observation in 2015 that there
were no more objects related to hale bopp and therefore the two expected objects of the hopi legends were
hale bopp and its companion. the companion object became part of the main nucleus of hale bopp. there
are many planet x objects not just one. not all large comets will affect earth. Claims that rely on a photo
of the sky or some one claiming they have contacts in secure places without any astronomical verification
that is openly published and verifiable have no real information and are not credible.
WHEN YOU HEAR A PLANET X OR NIBIRU CLAIM, DO NOT BELIEVE IT OR GIVE IT ANY
CREDENCE UNLESS IT IS GIVEN IN VERIFIABLE STANDARD ASTRONOMICAL FORMAT

Even if a claim has astronomical data that does not mean that the object is large enough to do any damage
even if it might come close to earth. There are MANY factors that must be factored into understanding
and it should be clear that the many claims that one sees on the internet and especially the fake
information that floods onto youtube have no validity at all. The reason is that the people who control
the world are deathly afraid of losing their power so one of the largest ongoing disinformation campaigns
in history has to do with extra solar system objects. The following is a partial list of examples of fake and
unsubstantiated claims
False Claim Example: Someone claims to have “sources” in “high places”. They give out the laundry list
of “Earth Changes” but have no specific information (let alone real astronomical data). Their dates are
vague and changing and when the “disaster date” comes and goes they alter and put out the date to some
vague date range in the future hoping people will still listen to them. People like Marshall Masters have
made literally hundreds of false predictions and still expect people to believe them.
False Claim Example: Someone presents a photo or series of photos that appear to have a blotch in the
sky or round planet looking object. These are photo shopped or double image usually. The general rule
is that photographs have no meaning at all.
False Claim Example: Someone represents that a large “planet looking” object is earth bound. Any object
in the solar system on an elliptical orbit will be in the form of a COMET. From a distance and just by
looking it is usually impossible to tell the difference between a small comet and large one. Hale Bopp
was a good example of a large comet that looked relatively normal to the distant observer.
False Claim Example: Someone repeats the 3600 year orbit or Harrington Sitchin information. What
Harrington discovered later became the nucleus of comet Hale Bopp and is on its way out of the solar
system and therefore anyone still trying to use this as “proof of planet x or nibiru” is misinformed.
False Claim Example: Someone refers to a photo of a star pattern and in one single photo says “this is
planet x”. This is a patently false representation and has no credibility.
False Claim Example: A group of people combine efforts all claiming to have identical “source
information” in an attempt to make their prediction story credible. Too many times their “predictions”
are contradictory and they repeat all the standard phrases and “Earth Changes” effects but offer no proof
of astronomically qualified data. They are depending on their reputation to carry them though. They
additionally claim that their sources are so “top secret” that they cannot let out real information. Any real
source had to originally come from professional astronomers and therefore would know exactly what
“standard astronomical format” is and how to present it. I do not try to educate the public on this lest the
fake sources would start to flood the market with fake “data”.
False Claim Example: Someone relies on “inside military” or NASA connections to make a claim. Two
points are used to dismiss any such claims. All of the major disinformation campaigns started within
these groups and of all people on the planet these are the most unreliable. They have never given a
correct prediction or interpretation of information. They are not to be trusted or used as sources.
False Claim Example: There are hundreds of youtube videos. Check the source. Usually they are no
name videos (some very professionally done) with no new information just repeating the same old fake
information that has flooded the air waves for past decades.
False Claim Example: Someone quotes my name James McCanney. I never post on youtube and never
allow any of my radio shows or other recordings to be used in part of in whole. There are numerous

videos that claim I made predictions and these were cobbled up pieces of my voice edited into a single
recording (bits and pieces taken from my radio show). Is it not interesting that youtube claims to have
“standards” and will not allow my real information or even references to my name or web page to stay in
comment sections but allows the fake video to remain? This should tell you all you need to know.
False Claim Example: Someone claims that “planet x” is hiding behind another planet or the sun and will
only appear a short time before it descends upon earth. This is not how orbits work. Others claim that
their predicted “planet x” will only be visible days just before its encounter with earth. These are all
patently clear indications of a quack claim.
False Claim Example: Someone claims to have SOHO (Solar observatory satellite operated by NASA and
ESO) images of a strange object. This is one of the most common mistakes and most used by almost
everyone in the fake planet x “business”.
The reason I am writing this addendum to the recently released book “Planet X Update 2020 – The Real
History of Planet X” is because once again my name and work is being drawn into the middle of newly
emerging disinformation programs. Before you contact me to have me look at some ridiculous photo
shopped photo of a big ball up in the sky or some “SOHO” data or listen or read something where some
guy has top level information or a guy who knows a guy who knows a guy who said something or some
moron who has made 87 false predictions and just came out with a new one, remember that I only will
respond to real data presented by real astronomical sources. Furthermore, this is being written so you
yourself can discern from the incredible amount of misinformation.
Don’t worry that some “powers that be” are building caves. If you think this is so important then go dig
your own cave and go set in it. A cave would be the absolute worst place to be in a planet x encounter.
Will there ever be a planet x object that affects earth? Yes definitely. When will one come? I have no
information at the time of this writing that is credible or passes the smell test of anything remotely related
to a planet x type of object. If you think you know something then or know someone who thinks they
know something then any information has to be presented in standard astronomical format and verifiable.
The idea that only top secret large telescopes can see something is absurd. Harrington found the real
planet x object with a table top 8” camera when it was in the far reaches of the solar system. He was a
real astronomer and followed real astronomical techniques, including verification of the mass of the
object using verifiable astronomical techniques.
The reality is the NASA stopped announcing new planets in around 2013 after discovering 140 of them.
None to date have orbits that come into the region of the currently existing planets but of course NASA is
a lying agency and cannot be trusted. You also better understand that anyone having access to REAL
information will be under such high level scrutiny that they will never ever be able to leak it to anyone
that can then transmit it to you. Every major disinformation program involving planet x predictions has
surfaced from the inner intelligence agencies and the military so these are the last place to rely on for any
sort of accurate information, whether related to planet x – nibiru OR asteroids OR weather OR solar flares
that could affect earth and the list goes on. This has opened the door for every quack nut case imposter
wanna-be to surface and fill youtube and countless internet pages with garbage that has no meaning at all.
In closing, I want to reiterate that the planet x object discovered by Harrington is well on its way OUT OF
THE SOLAR SYSTEM at this time (August 2020) and unless you are going to live for 2600 years then it
should not be on your top list of things to worry about. If anyone claims to have ANOTHER object with
completely NEW INFORMATION then these pages define the requirements for presenting such data.
James McCanney

